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Resources
to arms, fellow warmasters!
This resource PDF is a
companion supplement to
Kingdoms & Warfare that
puts the book’s unit cards and
links to maps in one place. It
also contains new material to

supplement what’s already in Kingdoms & Warfare, 
including rules for building your own units, twenty 
new units ready for you to drop right into your next 
warfare battle, two versions of a blank party sheet 
(one is printer-friendly), and blank, printer-friendly 
unit cards.

Making Units
Kingdoms & Warfare doesn’t have rules for creating 
new units, because each in the book is hand-tuned 
for balance. The book expects GMs to start using 
the system with small battles, allowing the charac-
ters to grow their domain’s army organically, and 
by the time you have a few battles under your belt, 
you’ll understand the system well enough to make 
your own homebrew units and your results will be 
pretty close to what you’d get if there were an offi-
cial version of that unit.

But the book lacks a decent selection of high-tier 
units. This PDF aims to correct that oversight by 
providing you with twenty new units of Tier IV and 
V. Additionally, this PDF provides guidelines for
building your own units.

Making a New Unit
Hey everybody! Matt Colville here. I want to walk 
you through making a new unit.

The easiest way to make a new unit and have a 
reasonable expectation that the unit won’t be over 
or underpowered, is to pick a unit that’s about as 
powerful as the unit you want to make then tweak 
that unit to fit your expectations.

Let’s imagine we want to make a minotaur heavy 
infantry unit! There is a minotaur infantry unit in 
the special unit deck, but it’s the generic minotaur unit 

which is not cool enough for our purposes, and we 
don’t have access to that deck right now anyway. So 
we’re on our own. But not exactly!

The Warfare Ancestries table on page 6 contains 
a list of all the ancestries supported in Kingdoms & 
Warfare and what size units each ancestry can field. 
Minotaur units are size 6 and have the Charge and 
Reckless traits.

Choose a Tier
Now we have to pick another unit that’s about as 
tough and has the same feel we want for our mino-
taur heavy infantry unit. Let’s check out the tiers 
and see what makes sense.
Tier I units are basic units (such as light infantry, 

light cavalry) from common ancestries (such as 
humans, elves, dwarves). Our squad of heavily 
armed and armored bull-folk are neither basic 
nor common, so Tier I is out.

Tier II is for uncommon ancestries that are a little 
rarer than humans and elves and dwarves, such 
as drow, owlbears, or trolls. Minotaurs fit in there 
well! So this unit would be a Tier II unit except…

Tier III units are where you start to get really rare 
ancestries, ancestries that are much more pow-
erful than normal ancestries, or more powerful 
versions of units from lower tiers.

There are no hard and fast rules for this, but 
consider this guideline. If a normal, vanilla unit 
from an ancestry would be Tier N, then a badass 
elite unit from that ancestry would be Tier N+1 
or Tier N+2.

So since our minotaur heavy infantry unit 
would normally be Tier II, but we want some-
thing nastier than the average minotaur, 
that’s Tier III.

Tiers IV and V are for very powerful creatures: 
angels, demons, dragons, elementals, giants, 
and the like. The most powerful version of more 
common ancestries are also at these tiers. Our 
minotaurs are not that. They’re just slightly more 
powerful versions of normal minotaurs.
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Choose a Template Unit
If our minotaur heavy infantry are Tier III, we 
need to find another Tier III infantry unit to use as 
a template. In Kingdoms & Warfare, dwarves have 
the best infantry units, so let’s see if they have any 
good Tier III infantry units.

Hey! Look at that! Our minotaurs are basically 
these dwarves, but minotaurs instead. The Dwar-
ven Highshields unit’s size, experience, equipment, 
type, number of attacks, Damage, and tier are all 
right for our minotaur unit.

Adjust Traits
Now that we have a template, let’s adjust our unit’s 
traits. Keep in mind that no units have more than 
four traits, and only the most complex units have 
four. Even though we like our minotaur heavy 
infantry unit, there’s nothing particularly extraor-
dinary about them that would warrant four traits. 
Three is plenty.

According to the Warfare Ancestries table, mino-
taurs don’t get the Stalwart trait. That’s for dwarf 
units. Instead, minotaurs gain Charge and Reckless 
traits. Look at that! We already have two of the 
three traits we need.

The Dwarven Highshields unit’s Testudo trait 
is a defensive maneuver, and our minotaurs aren’t 
interested in defensive tactics. Into the Breach is 
for well-trained infantry who are used to exploiting 
the gaps left by retreating enemies, and that seems 

a little sophisticated for this monstrous unit. These 
minotaurs are bull people and don’t spend a lot of 
time training with complex maneuvers. Let’s cut 
both Testudo and Into the Breach from our mino-
taur heavy infantry unit.

We could invent a new trait! But first let’s see if 
there’s anything good for the minotaurs in the exist-
ing list of traits that might make our unit stand out 
and reinforce the fantasy of a unit of heavily armed 
minotaurs going to war.

Mobile looks good! It is reasonable to imagine 
there’s a unit of minotaurs that are good at covering 
a lot of ground quickly. But Mobile is a trait usually 
associated with light units or guerilla warfare units, 
which these minotaurs are not, so let’s keep looking. 

Savage is a good trait. A unit of super minotaurs 
would inflict brutal wounds with their horns and 
inflict a bleed token on their enemies.

The Shock Troops trait is also good, but it’s 
powerful and only makes sense if this unit is really 
special, which these minotaurs might be!

The Slam trait allows for successful Power tests 
to disorient a target unit. That’s exactly the kind of 
trait a unit of special minotaurs would have. They 
charge toward their enemies and if successful, an 
entire regiment of foes is messed up afterwards!

There isn’t a right answer for this, but I think 
Slam is perfect based on my idea of what a unit of 
super minotaurs should do.

So now we know the following:

Ancestry: Minotaur
Size: d6
Experience: Veteran
Equipment: Heavy
Type: Infantry
Tier: III
Traits: Charge, Reckless, Slam

We know a lot! Almost done, as far as I’m con-
cerned. Time to figure out the math for statistics. 

The Math
Our template Dwarven Highshields unit already 
has statistics. All we need to do is tweak them to 
make it more minotaury.

Dwarven Highshields unit card
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In my imagination, this unit of minotaurs aren’t 
orderly, advanced soldiers that regularly train in 
regiments for war. Their Command and Morale 
are both worse than the Dwarven Highshields. 
Even a difference of 1 makes an impact, so we’ll 
lower the minotaur heavy infantry unit’s Command 
and Morale by 1 each.

But a minotaur is mighty compared to a normal 
(non-heroic adventurer) dwarf. It’s reasonable for 
our minotaur heavy infantry unit to have an Attack 
bonus and Power bonus greater than the Dwarven 
Highshields. Minotaurs are much stronger, so we’ll 
increase their Attack and Power bonuses by 2.

I don’t think bull-men are inherently better 
or worse at avoiding attacks than dwarves so no 
change to our unit’s Defense.

Toughness? While I would certainly accept the 
idea that minotaurs are tougher than dwarves, 
dwarves are already pretty tough in warfare. 
In order to keep the math from spiraling out of 
control, I think minotaurs are as tough as dwarves 
because that’s already pretty tough!

If we add in the bonuses from veteran experience 
and heavy equipment, we get the following statistics 
for our minotaur heavy infantry unit:

Attack: +6 Toughness: 18
Defense: 14 Morale: +1
Power: +8 Command: +1

That looks good! But this process isn’t complete 
until we’ve made sure it fits with the other units 
already in the book.

Double Check
Now that we’ve mathed it out, it’s time to compare 
this unit to other units like it and see if we’ve gone 
wild without meaning to. The one thing that stands 
out to me is this unit’s Toughness. I think 18 is real 
high for a Tier III infantry unit. It means they are 
as tough as the toughest Tier III infantry and there’s 
nothing about our minotaurs that warrants that. 

A quick look over the units in the book reveals 
that 16 is “about average” for a Tier III infantry 
unit’s Toughness and these bull dudes should have 
higher than average toughness I feel, so let’s dial it 
back by 1. Toughness 17 is still pretty tough!

Attack: +6 Toughness: 17
Defense: 14 Morale: +1
Power: +8 Command: +1

That’s our unit of veteran, heavy, minotaur infantry 
unit! We’re done!

Name
Oh! They need a name! Something that would put 
fear into the enemy, something a little metal, and 
something that references their minotaurness … 
how about … “The Bloodhorns.”

That’s it! That’s our custom unit.

Aerial Units
Aerial units have greater Attack than their ground-
based counterparts (about +2 more usually) and 
correspondingly lower Defense and Toughness. 

In addition to greater Attack and lower Defense 
and Toughness, just being able to fly means an 
aerial unit is more useful than any other type of 
unit. Only artillery units and other flying units can 
hit an aerial unit. Plus an aerial unit can attack any 
other unit, and that alone is worth a tier increase.

For this reason, an aerial unit’s tier is auto-
matically increased by 1 over their cavalry and 
infantry compatriots. 

Of course some ancestries have traits that don’t 
make sense for a flying unit, but that’s not the flying 
unit’s fault.

The Bloodhorns unit card
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Warfare Ancestries Table
Ancestry Size Trait 1 Trait 2 Trait 3 Trait 4
Air Elemental 6 Damage Resistant Whirlwind — —
Banshees 4 Damage Resistant Wail Ethereal Harrowing
Barbed Devils 6 Damage Resistant Barbs Harrowing —
Basilisk 6 Stone — — —
Bearded Devil 6 Poisonous Magic Resistant Fearless Harrowing
Black Dragon 8 Fearsome Corrosive Breath — —
Black Pudding 4 Damage Resistant Split Corrode —
Blue Dragon 8 Fearsome Lightning Breath — —
Bugbear 6 Inspire Fear — — —
Bulette 6 Burrow — — —
Centaur 6 Archers — — —
Chasme 6 Magic Resistant Drone Harrowing —
Chimera 8 Fire Blast Harrowing — —
Construct 6 Damage Resistant Magic Resistant Dead
Cyclops 8 Rock! — — —
Dinosaur 10 — — — —
Draconian 6 Draconic Ancestry
Dretch 4 Stinky Harrowing — —
Drider 6 Daylight Weakness Magic Resistant Archers Poisonous
Drow 6 Daylight Weakness Magic Resistant Poisonous —
Duergar 6 Embiggen Invisibility — —
Dwarf 6 Stalwart — — —
Earth Elemental 10 Damage Resistant Magic Resistant Slam —
Elf 6 Mobile Eternal — —
Ettin 8 Better Than One Rock! — —
Fire Dwarf 6 Burning Stalwart — —
Fire Elemental 8 Burning Damage Resistant — —
Frog of War 8 Magic Resistant Hop Gulp —
Ghoul 6 Dead Harrowing — —
Giant, Fire 10 Big Fire Immunity Rock! —
Giant, Frost 10 Big Rime Rock! —
Giant, Hill 8 Big Rock! — —
Giant, Stone 8 Big Stoneskin Rock! —
Gnoll 6 Rush Pack Tactics — —
Gnome 6 Magic Resistant Magical Adepts — —
Goblin 4 AAAUUUGH!!!! — — —
Green Dragon 6 Fearsome Noxious Fog — —
Harpy 6 Screech — — —
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Ancestry Size Trait 1 Trait 2 Trait 3 Trait 4
Hell Hound 6 Fire Blast Harrowing — —
Hobgoblin 6 Warbred — — —
Human 6 Adaptable — — —
Inexorable 6 Inexorable Chaos Vulnerability — —
Kobold 4 Dragonkin — — —
Manticore 8 Spike shot Maneuver: "Evasive 

Maneuvers!"
— —

Mantis Knight 6 Arcadian Heroes of the 
Myriad Worlds

— —

Minotaur 6 Charge Reckless — —
Myconoid 6 Hallucinatory Spores Soporific Spores Spores
Nightmare 6 Harrowing Jaunt — —
Ogre 8 Stupid — — —
Orc 6 Relentless — — —
Owlbear 6 Quadruped — — —
Purple Worm 12 Burrow Consume — —
Red Dragon 8 Fearsome Fire Breath — —
Roc 10 Maneuver: Strafe — — —
Salamander 6 Burning Flaming Weapons — —
Shadow 4 Dead Harrowing Indistinct Daylight Weakness
Shadow Demon 6 Harrowing Ethereal Daylight Weakness Indistinct
Shambling Mound 8 Damage Resistant Meld — —
Skeleton 4 Dead Harrowing — —
Sprite 4 Invisibility — — —
Stone Devil 8 Implacable Pool of Soul's Blood Harrowing —
Time Raider 6 Magic Resistant Jaunt — —
Treant 10 Rock! Siege Weapon — —
Triton 6 Amphibious Armored Carapace — —
Troll 6 Regenerate — — —
Virtue 6 Holy Mass Protection 

Against Evil
Chorus of Victory —

Vrock 6 Harrowing Wail Spores —
Water Elemental 6 Damage Resistant Wave — —
Wight 6 Harrowing Dead Warbred —
Wraith 6 Dead Harrowing Ethereal Create Dead
Wyvern 6 Poisonous — — —
Zombie 6 Dead Harrowing Relentless —
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Things to Avoid
The development of the warfare system took a 
long time and went through enormous refinement 
to arrive at a place that is fun, tactical, relatively 
easy to use, and delivers on the fantasy of large 
armies clashing.

During that time, we learned a lot about how 
to make units. We’re still learning! Here are some 
things we think we know.

Tier I and II units shouldn’t be able to inflict 6 
or more casualties against a unit in one activation. 
That would let them wipe out a fresh unit in one 
go, and that’s not fun. This guideline doesn’t hold 
for units that have gained experience in battle.

Likewise, Tier I and II units just shouldn’t be that 
strong. They shouldn’t have a lot of traits and those 
traits shouldn’t be very powerful. 

Finally, remember this system is not competitive. 
It’s a tool for generating incredible stories involv-
ing clashing armies. The GM is not trying to win, 
they’re trying to create a dramatic situation that 
reflects the scenario the heroes find themselves in. 

We should bring the same assumptions into battle 
that we do combat. We assume the heroes are going 
to win, but it is possible they could make decisions 
that get them in over their heads and in that case 
it’s reasonable for the odds to be against them.

In general, we should avoid creating wildly pow-
erful units in order to impress the players with how 
puissant the enemy is. More units from lower tiers 
can create the same impression without overwhelm-
ing the players.

Size and Traits 
by Ancestry
You can use the Warfare Ancestries table to 
help you craft new units using the method out-
lined above. 

A unit should have a maximum of four traits. 
If you select an ancestry with four traits for a unit 
and then give that unit another trait, you need to 
cut one of the existing ancestry traits to make room 
for the new trait. That unit’s training resulted in it 
losing some of its natural edge, in favor of some-
thing only this unit can do.

New Units
Kingdoms & Warfare is filled with units, but we 
wanted to provide you with more units of Tier 
IV and V to help round-out your armies and play 
experience. We’re happy to present twenty new 
units in this PDF that will make your battles epic 
and interesting.

These units were created to serve as an exam-
ple of what higher tier units can do. They are 
noticeably more powerful than their lower-tier 
counterparts.

New Unit Traits
The new units in this document have new traits, 
which are described below. These traits have gone 
through the same review and testing used on the 
core units, but they are powerful. Don’t borrow 
the traits in this PDF for other custom units, unless 
those units are Tier IV or V.

Traits not described in this document can 
be found in the Warfare chapter of Kingdoms 
& Warfare.

Armor Osmosis. When a heavy or super-
heavy unit adjacent to this unit breaks, increment 
this unit’s casualty die.

Beacon of Courage. This unit and any 
adjacent allied units automatically succeed on 
the Morale test to attack units with the Har-
rowing trait.

Beacon of Order. Adjacent allied units can 
use this unit’s Power bonus on tests to resist the 
effects of battle magic and can use this unit’s 
Morale bonus on tests to avoid suffering a casu-
alty when affected by battle magic.

Bless the Rains. Once per battle, as an 
action, this unit turns the battlefield’s terrain to 
rain. The terrain remains rain until the end of 
the battle or until another unit’s trait or battle 
magic changes the terrain.

Close Enough. This unit counts as a dragon 
for the purpose of other units’ Dragonkin trait.

Cunning Ambush. When this unit succeeds 
on a Power test as part of an attack, it can choose 
to make the target suffer an extra casualty and 
this unit becomes hidden until the start of its next 
activation. Recharge 4-6.
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Defy Gravity. As an action, this unit can 
choose one unit adjacent to it. That unit’s type 
becomes aerial until the end of its next activa-
tion, and it is temporarily removed from the 
battlefield. When that unit’s type reverts to its 
original type, it chooses to be placed in one 
empty space on the battlefield. Recharge 6.

Directed Fire. When this unit attacks a target 
that is not exposed, allied Tier I and Tier II artil-
lery units that are not siege weapons can attack 
that target as a reaction. 

Expert Fade. After a successful Attack test, 
this unit can move 1 space. Opposed units cannot 
use the Follow Up maneuver in response.

Find Path. When you deploy this unit, place 
two hidden path tokens, one on each side of the 
battlefield, wherever you choose. Any elf unit can 
move between spaces with hidden path tokens as 
if they were adjacent. Any unit that is not an elf 
unit takes 1 casualty if it ends its activation on a 
space with a hidden path token. If a rank with a 
hidden path token collapses, the token moves for-
ward into the closest space that is not collapsed. 
The hidden path tokens remain on the battlefield 
until the end of the battle.

First Strike. When deployment ends, this unit 
activates.

Frame. When this unit is diminished, it has 
disadvantage on attacks and its Damage is 
reduced by 1.

 Fury. Whenever this unit suffers casualties, its 
Attack and Power increase by 1 for each casualty 
it suffers. This bonus lasts until the end of the 
battle. Additionally, while this unit is diminished, 
its Damage increases by 1.

Goblin Battle Platform. This unit cannot be 
rallied during battle. When this unit breaks, place 
a unit of Goblin Smokers under your control on 
the battlefield according to normal deployment 
rules. After the battle, the Goblin Smokers dis-
band and you can make a Rally test for this unit.

 Harpoon. When this unit succeeds on a Power 
test made as part of an attack against a cavalry or 
aerial unit, the target unit is snared (see Snared 
Condition, below), and this unit's activation ends.

Hellfire Cannons. As an action, this unit can 
force all opposed aerial units to make a DC 13 
Command test. On a failure, an opposed unit 
takes 2 casualties and has disadvantage on Attack 
tests until the end of its next turn. On a success, 
the opposed unit takes 1 casualty and doesn’t 
suffer disadvantage on its next attack from this 
trait. Recharge 5-6.

It Will Burn As We Burn. When this unit is 
affected by one or more fire tokens and succeeds 
on an Power test from an attack, the target of the 
attack gains a fire token that inflicts 1 casualty.

Lightning. When this unit succeeds on a 
Power test as part of an attack, the target unit 
must make a Power test (DC = 10 + this unit’s 
tier). On a failure, the target unit is disorganized. 
On a success, the target unit is disoriented.

Made from Magic. This unit has advantage 
on tests to use battle magic. Opposing units have 
disadvantage on tests to use battle magic target-
ing this unit.

Maneuver: Break Them. As a reaction to 
this unit diminishing another unit, make a DC 16 
Command test. On a success, the diminished unit 
is broken.

Maneuver: Focused Aim. As a bonus action, 
this unit can increase its Damage by 1 until the 
end of its activation. To take this bonus action, 
the unit must not have moved this activation, and 
after taking this bonus action it cannot move until 
the start of its next activation. Recharge 5–6.

Maneuver: Scamp-ede of Corgis. As an 
action, this unit chooses one exposed unit, and 
chaotically frolics through its space. If the unit is 
an opposed unit, it becomes disorganized. If the 
unit is an allied unit, it automatically succeeds on 
Morale tests until the end of its next activation. 
Recharge 4–6.

Master Elf-shot. When this unit succeeds on 
a Power test as part of an attack, the target unit 
must succeed on a DC 15 Power test or become 
weakened until the end of its next activation.

Max Burn! As a reaction to activating, this 
unit can suffer 1 casualty. If it does so, it gets one 
extra attack and has advantage on Power tests 
this activation.
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Mobile Battery. On this unit’s activation, it 
can either take an action or move, but not both.

Now This Is an AAAUUUGH!!! When 
this unit is diminished, each time it takes casu-
alties from an attack, the attacking unit suffers 
1 casualty.

Offensive. As a reaction to this unit failing 
an Attack test, this unit can make a DC 13 
Command test. On a success, this unit can 
attack again.

Only the Smart Survive. This unit has 
advantage on tests to resist battle magic, and 
tests to make maneuvers against this unit have 
disadvantage.

Owlbears Can’t Fly?! While this unit has the 
cavalry type, it can use a bonus action to change 
its type to Aerial until the beginning of its next 
activation. Recharge 5–6.

Plagued. When this unit makes a successful 
Power test as part of an attack, the target gains a 
poison token in addition to the normal effects of 
the test. Each poison token inflicts 1 casualty.

Power Word: Annihilate. Once per battle as 
an action, this unit targets one diminished unit 
on the battlefield. That unit breaks.

Ride the Lightning. As an action, this unit 
can make a DC 13 Command test to target a unit 
with this trait. On a success, the target unit and 
each unit adjacent to it must succeed on a DC 15 
Power test or suffer 1 casualty, or 2 casualties if 
the terrain is rain. Recharge 6.

Shock and Awe. As an action, this unit 
chooses a space on the battlefield. Each unit in 
that space and every adjacent space must suc-
ceed on a DC 14 Power test or suffer 2 casual-
ties and suffer disadvantage on Command and 
Morale checks until the end of its next turn. 
Recharge 4-6.

Siege Weapon (Heavy). This unit can 
attack an adjacent fortification. It automatically 

hits (no Attack test or Power test needed) and 
deals 5 damage.

Strength of the Wilds. While this unit is in a 
space with a hidden path token, it has advantage 
on Attack tests.

Stygian Orb. As a reaction to an opposed 
unit breaking, the Rolling Graveyard can replace 
that unit with a Ghoul Infantry unit under the 
command of this unit's commander.

Survival of the Fittest. This unit cannot 
suffer more than 2 casualties during its or 
another unit’s activation. When an opposing unit 
succeeds on an Attack test against this unit and 
this unit is diminished, make a DC 15 Com-
mand test. On a success, the opposing Attack test 
fails instead.

Terror-dactyls. As a reaction to making an 
Attack test, this unit forces the target to succeed 
on a Morale test (DC = 8 + this unit’s size) or 
become disoriented.

Wireless. This unit always succeeds on Com-
mand and Morale tests.

You Will Be Upgraded. As a reaction to 
becoming broken, this unit can target an adja-
cent diminished unit and make a DC 15 Power 
test. On a success, this unit breaks and can’t be 
rallied until the end of battle, and this unit’s com-
mander gains control of the target unit. The tar-
get unit’s defense becomes 16 and its toughness 
becomes 20.

Snared Condition
A snared unit's type becomes infantry. It is placed 
on the battlefield in any space adjacent to the unit 
that imposed the condition on it. While snared, the 
unit cannot move. The snared unit can use a bonus 
action to suffer 1 casualty to end the condition. 
The condition also ends if the unit that imposed 
the condition breaks or is no longer adjacent to the 
snared unit. When this unit is no longer snared, it 
reverts to its original type and leaves its rank.
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New Unit Cards
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Book Unit Cards
Standard Human Units
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Standard Elf Units
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Standard Dwarf Units
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Standard Orc Units
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Standard Goblinoid Units
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Standard Undead Units
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Heroic Organization Special Units
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NPC Realm Special Units
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Codex Units
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Chlorandraxarous Unit
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Blank Unit Cards
You can use the following printer-friendly, blank unit cards to create your own units.

Blank infantry unit card Blank artillery unit card

Blank cavalry unit card

Blank levies unit card

Blank aerial unit card

Blank siege engine unit card
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Party Sheets 
You can download blank party sheets in color and 
black & white for running games with domains and 
intrigue using the following links: 
• Color Party Sheet
• Black & White Party Sheet

Maps 
The following links take you to the maps found in 
the Regent of Bedegar adventure: 
• Aendrim
• Bedegar
• Bedegar Jail Unlabeled
• Bedegar Jail Labeled
• Chlorandraxarous’ Cave
• Church of Saint Gaed
• Necromancer’s Tower
• Public Square and Gallows
• Star Chamber Unlabeled
• Star Chamber Labeled

Color party sheet 

Black & white party sheet 
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Open Game License Version 1.0a
The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 
and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). 
All Rights Reserved.
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compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing work may 
be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce, 
license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise 
distribute; (d) “Open Game Content” means the game mechanic and 
includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the 
extent such content does not embody the Product Identity and is an 
enhancement over the prior art and any additional content clearly 
identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any 
work covered by this License, including translations and derivative 
works under copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity. 
(e) “Product Identity” means product and product line names, logos and 
identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters; 
stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, 
language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, 
poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual 
or audio representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells, 
enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special 
abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical 
or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; 
and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified 
as Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which 
specifically excludes the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark” means the 
logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor 
to identify itself or its products or the associated products contributed 
to the Open Game License by the Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or 
“Using” means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and 
otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) “You” or
“Your” means the licensee in terms of this agreement.
2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that
contains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be 
Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to 
any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or 
subtracted from this License except as described by the License itself. 
No other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content
distributed using this License.
3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You
indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.
4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this
License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-
free, non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the
Open Game Content.
5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing
original material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your 
Contributions are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient rights 
to grant the rights conveyed by this License.
6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT
NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text of the 
COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, 
modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright date,
and the copyright holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any 
original Open Game Content you Distribute.
7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity,
including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly 
licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each 
element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility
or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in 
conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as 
expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner 
of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product 

Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the 
ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity 
used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and 
to that Product Identity.
8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly
indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open 
Game Content.
9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish
updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized version 
of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content 
originally distributed under any version of this License.
10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with
every copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.
11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the
Open Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have
written permission from the Contributor to do so.
12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any
of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game
Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then 
You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.
13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail
to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 
days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the
termination of this License.
14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be
unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent
necessary to make it enforceable.
15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0a Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
System Reference Document Copyright 2000–2003, Wizards of the 
Coast, Inc.; Authors Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, Rich 
Baker, Andy Collins, David Noonan, Rich Redman, Bruce R. Cordell, John 
D. Rateliff, Thomas Reid, James Wyatt, based on original material by E.
Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.
System Reference Document 5.0 Copyright 2016, Wizards of the Coast, 
Inc.; Authors Mike Mearls, Jeremy Crawford, Chris Perkins, Rodney 
Thompson, Peter Lee, James Wyatt, Robert J. Schwalb, Bruce R. Cordell, 
Chris Sims, and Steve Townshend, based on original material by E. Gary 
Gygax and Dave Arneson.
The Markdown SRD5 Copyright 2016, Garrett Guillotte.
Kingdoms & Warfare Resources Copyright 2021, MCDM Productions, LLC.
Authors: Matthew Colville, Alescon de Lima Junior, James Dewar, 
James Introcaso, Nathan Clark, Owen “Dig” Crary, Spencer Hibnick
END OF LICENSES
Product Identity: The following items are hereby identified as Product 
Identity, as defined in the Open Game License version 1.0a, Section 
1(e), and are not Open Content: All content which is not included in 
the Systems Reference Document version 5.1 or has otherwise been 
specifically designated as Open Game Content, including Lord Saxton, 
The Knights of Three Roses, Lady Morgant, Maethelgas, The Omega 
Toll, Rovion, The Court of Decay, Zaar Anathema, Tellac Oranic, Khorak, 
Drengrheim, Telcezalco, Máelodor Rhyllearnán, Tristan Vaslor, Vasloria, 
Gravesford, Khorsekef the Infinite, Lady Agatamori, The Heironauts, 
Court of the Deep, Groyle Fleshender, Hara’antar the Soulthief, Vorg’aut 
Harrowfist, Trall the Mindbreaker, Sylt Bloodheat, Court of Seven Cities, 
Rakat, Sryz, Indix, Horat, Pharyon, Relg the Descender, Lord in Corpulect, 
Dalrath, Bedegar, the Barony of Tor, Caliga Lifebane, Elgenwight, 
Willoughby Twobuckle, Chlorandraxarous, Salar Bearmantle, Saint Gaed 
the Confessor, Sir Pelliton, Sir Anglim, Delicara Therin, Kiril Ellingwood, 
Mindkiller, Zealcleaver, Trudy the Ruby Wyrmling, Cthrion Uroniziir, 
Lord Kenway, Orchid Court, Pinna, Tace, Urland, and all Trademarks, 
registered trademarks, proper names (including the names of characters, 
place names, monsters, organizations, new spells, new abilities, etc.), 
dialogue, plots, story elements, locations, characters, artwork, graphics, 
sidebars, and trade dress.
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